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Oakdale. Lisa was startled to get
flowers from Eduardo. Later, she
demanded the details ofEduardo's
death. Jef was fascinated by
Emily's story about Royce.
Emily later learned Jef is Rick
Hamlin's son. Wait to see:
John makes a shocking
discovery.

BOLD AND
BEAUTIFUL:

THE
Taylor

disguised herself to attend Brooke
and Ridge's seminar. Sheila told
Mike she had to keep Lauren and
James Warwick apart because
only Lauren and Sheila's mother
know she didn't die in a fire as
everyone else assumed. Sally
was distressed about the
threatening letters sent to Macy.
After Ridge and Brooke
unknowingly caused the
climatron controls to allow the
heat to rise, Ridge was badly
injured when it exploded. Wait
to see: Taylor faces a crucial
decision.

DAYS OF OUR LIVES:
Father Francis threw holy water
on Marlena whose inner demon
flung him across the room.
Later, Mike found curious burn
marks on Marlena's hands (where
the holy water hit her). Jack and
Laura were stunned to learn each
other's true identities and
embraced as they agreed tokeep

their past intimacy secret.
Jennifer was upset to find her
mother in her ex-husband's arms.
Marlena, via the devil, got
Stefano to agree to free her.
Vivian set fire to her mansion so
that Kate would be forced to let
her stay with the Kiriakises.
Sami was humiliated when
Austin said he made love to her
only because he thought she was
Carrie. To Bo's surprise, Gina
asked to join the police
department, following in Hope's
footsteps. Wait to see: The
devil puts a supreme test on
Marlena.

GENERAL HOSPITAL:
Felicia gave birth to her daughter,
whom Maxi named Georgie.
Later, disguised as his twin,
Kevin, Ryan worked his way
into General Hospital and
kidnapped baby Georgie. Sonny
was upset by Mike's efforts to
probe into his life. Alan and the
Quartermaines gathered to discuss
Monica's plan to bringPage and
Emily home with her. Wait to
see: Edward quite literally goes
to the dogs.

GUIDING LIGHT: Dinah
visited Vanessa after learning her
mother controlled her trust fund.
Later, Blake and Ross had a
confrontation over Dinah. Annie
was upset when an emergency

Soap Updat
room patient lied about her
injuries. Josh decided to quit
Lewis Oil and restart Lewis
Construction. Holly told Blake
she planned to try to make a go
of her relationship with Fletcher.
Alan told Alexandra he regretted
giving Spaulding Enterprises to
Alan-Michael. Wait to see:
Roger works on hisrevenge.

LOVING: Gwyn confronted
Clay on his faked paralysis.
Frankie asked Jeremy to helpfind
out more about the mysterious
Jacob. Cooper learned Steffi
turned down a Paris modeling job
because of him. Charles and
Jeremy learned Jacob's
fingerprints came back clean.
Angie caught sight of Jacob.
Cooper gave Cabot and Clay a
plan for an Alden Enterprises
office in Paris. Wait to see:
Jacob's next move could create
problems for Angie.

ONE LIFE TO LIVE:
Cassie gave Jean (one of Viki's
alter egos) worrisome news about
finding the location of Dorian's
phone call. David asked Tina to
make sure Sam doesn't give any
information to Todd. Dorian was
distressed by Jean'sconditions for
her release. David later made a
deal with "Viki" for his release
from jail. Tina was upset when
David asked for a divorce. After a

ALL MY CHILDREN:
Opal fainted when "Will" walked
into the courtroom. Edmund
learned Liz and Allison were
leaving Pine Valley. Kendall
asked her adoptive mother, Alice
Hart, for a favor. Erica told a
stunned Dimitri that Corvina had
always wanted his love. Janet
lost custody of Amanda, but
vowed to get her back. After
Trevor's proposal, Laurel
appealed to Natalie for guidance.
Wait to see: Gloria faces
another crisis.

ANOTHER WORLD:
Paulina and Vicky left the funeral
in a limousinewhich Jake almost
entered. thinking it was his ride
to the airport. Rachel learned Joe
once dated her sister, Nancy. Joe
saved Alli from Bailey's clutches
by taking her out of Crossroads
House. Later, Bailey had an
awkward moment when Linette
(played by Daisy Egan) arrived at
the place. Joe investigated
Madeline, Bailey's wife. Wait
to see: Bailey puts a "survival"
plan into action.

AS THE WORLD
TURNS: A close moment
between Barbara and Hal turned
ugly. Shannon told Lily she
fears Duncan doesn't want to
remarry her. Lucinda tried to
persuade Samantha to stay in

Roadhouse
by John Hafner

Assistant Entertainment Editor
I decided to sample the cuisine of
the Roadhouse, a fairly new
addition to the Millcreek Mall.

Located where the Brown
Derby used to be, the Roadhouse
is unlike any other restaurant I've
ever been to. It's basically a
down-home, country-cookin'

Although I'm hardly a
reputable food critic, Iknow good
grub when I taste it and I'm
always eager to check out new
restaurants. After hearing a lot of
hype from its happy customers,
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The Brown Derby are probably three times the size
as those found in other
restaurants.

I can personally recommend the
Roadhouse's barbecue ribs. I
ordered a half rack with a baked
potato and a Cherry Coke. I
don't know where they got the
pork from, but let me tell you;
that pig had some big ribs! Had I
ordered a full rack, I'd either still
be sitting there chomping away
with a face full of barbecue sauce
or,, more likely, in the hospital
with a severe case of heartburn
that would laugh at even the
healthiest dose of Mylanta.

The potato was at least the size
of a grapefruit and the Cherry
Coke actually had a cherry in it.
The thought. of ordering dessert
was simply too much for my
stomach to bear.

establishment with a unique
Western flair.

While you wait for a table or
booth at the Roadhouse, you can
help yourself to a huge barrel of
delicious peanuts and enjoy the
loud yet appropriate country
music that echoes throughout the
diningrooms and bar.

The fun really begins once
you've been seated by your host
or hostess, who just happens to
be dressed in modern Western
wear to add to the restaurant's
"Old West" environment. The
menu presents you with a long
list of mouth-watering appetizers
and a series of authentic, down-
right delicious Western dinners to
choose from.

The tables are covered with
long sheets of brown paper and
conveniently come with their
own pair of crayons, which the
waiters and waitresses use to
write their names somewhere
between your salad bowls and
glasses. Customers are allowed
to doodle, play tic-tac-toe, write
notes, or draw pictures while
their food is being prepared, an
added bonus for families with

Onceyou've decided on a meal,
it takes all you've got just to
handle the huge salad and
beverage you're blasted with. In
a bowl not much smaller than the
average hot tub, the salad has
everything you could possibly
want and then some. The glasses
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confrontation with Todd about
his true identity, Jean split into
Niki who promptly headed out of
town to party. Wait to see:
Dorian is forced into a dangerous
plan of action.

YOUNG AND THE
RESTLESS: Jack was
surprised and moved by Jill's
imploring John to recover from
his stroke. Later, Jack and Luan
moved into the Abbott mansion.
Mamie then ran off to see John
in the hospital. Ryan was angry
when Nina said she planned to
finish college before getting
pregnant again. While Hope was
telling Douglas about her plans
for a surprise birthday party for
Victor in their apartment, Victor
was accepting Nikki's suggestion
for a family party at the ranch.
Mari Jo was startled to hear
Ashley say she and Blade
(actually Rick) were hoping to
start a family. The real Blade,
meanwhile, escaped and came to
Genoa City to confront Mari Jo.
Later, Rick was shocked to find
Blade in Ashley's room. After
learning ofLauren's plan to meet
with Dr. James Warwick, Sheila
flew to Los Angeles to remind
Lauren of her promise to Scott
not to expose her. Wait to
see: Lauren makes a decision
that could cause problems for her

small children that too often
express their low levels of
patience in public.

Customers also get their very
own bucket of peanuts, and
throwing the shells on the floor
is actually encouraged.

The talented cooks prepare the
hearty meals over flaming stoves
in the middle of the main dining
room where all can see, allowing
you to watch every step of your
food's preparation ifyou wish.

Even the bathrooms at the
Roadhouse possess a distinctive
quality of excellence. The men's
room is serenaded with the same
loud country music and is
impressively decorated with
framed posters of some fine
cowgirls, like Kathy Ireland and
Rachael Hunter.

I must warn you, though, don't
go to the Roadhouse with
anything short of an empty
stomach. The people there don't
mess around. You won't find
fancy French foods or elegant
table settings. Instead, you get a
Texas-style dining atmosphere
and a menu packed full of home-
cooked meals at extremely
reasonable prices. Customers
literally get the "meat and
potatoes," the kind of food that
sticks to your ribs.
The Roadhouse has many

things to offer. From tasty
entrees to a footloose, Western
environment, not to mention
waitresses that could cheer up
even the loneliest of cowboys, its
customers leave with a full
stomach and a new dining
experience. This fairly new
addition to the Mall is as good
for your budget as it is for your
appetite.


